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Identity and Place-based teacher identities:  
What connects across diverse personal and professional landscapes? 
 

     Leanne Lavina 
Department of Educational Studies (Early Childhood)  

Macquarie University 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
Given that identity continually evolves within socio-cultural contexts of meaning, is 
there any perceived connectedness between place-based identity and the development 
of teacher identity? How might shifting personal and professional stories of experience 
influence teachers’ sense of place, whereby place is conceptualised through 
interconnected ways of living and working in time and place with others in early 
childhood contexts? In this ongoing Sydney-based project, six teachers working in 
prior-to-school (long day care) settings critically reflected on and represented their 
identity journeys across professional experience. Using a new place-based framework 
for exploring identity development, teachers traced their encounters with place(s), with 
multi-modal forms of representation and reflection supporting teachers’ re-
examination of significant biography events and social-cultural locatedness. Using 
aesthetic ways of thinking and representing, this article provides insight into the place-
based nature of early childhood teachers’ lives and work, illustrating the interwoven 
nature of teacher identity often formed ‘out of view’. Challenges associated with 
shifting personal and professional terrains are clarified, opening possibilities for 
renewal of pedagogies and transformation of identity understandings.  
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Introduction 
 
There has been much interest in exploring teachers’ identity development, with stories 

of teachers’ lives predominantly forming this important body of research (Carter, 

1993; Clandinin, 2007; Clandinin & Connelly, 1996, 2000). Whilst teachers’ stories of 

experience concretise socio-cultural nuances shaping teaching lives in diverse 

educational contexts (Kelchtermans, 1993), increasing examination of shifting socio-

political forces show connection between teachers’ conceptualisation of their roles and 

lived experiences (Cheeseman & Torr, 2009; Cumming, Sumsion, & Wong, 2015; 

Woodrow, 2007). Understanding teachers’ work within socio-cultural frameworks is 
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crucial to understanding how teachers form a “teaching self” (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004, p. 

387) within educational and larger societal communities, where a “sense of 

rootedness, responsibility and belonging” is integrated across experiences with others 

in context (Orr, 2013, p. 184). In this sense, place is seen as encompassing “a variety 

of…social, economic, and political…microsystems”, whereby concept of place is 

understood as an interrelated “ecosystem” of geographic and relational aspects (Orr, 

2013, p. 186). Widening concepts of teaching, teacher self and ‘the classroom’ through 

these linkages reveals what can be learned about teacher identity and “the notion of 

place itself” in teachers’ thinking and practice (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004, p. 388). 

Looking closely at Sumsion’s (2003) longitudinal case study using metaphors to 

explore the initial burgeoning and eventual career decline of an early childhood 

teacher, we are offered layered readings into the importance of situating “cultural 

storylines…and practices” beyond the confines of the classroom (p. 67). Indeed, by 

denying the relational nature of teaching and retreating inward when faced with 

disparate practices, Sumsion (2003) found possibilities for identifying and expanding 

discourses of practice were limited. Curtailing “active engagement in place” 

essentially restricts knowing of self and others, the effect being detachment of self 

from place (Malpas, 1999, p. 177).  Similarly, Carter (1995, p. 326) discusses the 

importance of framing teacher stories within “local understandings”, whereby 

emphasis is placed on teachers’ frameworks of experience, with pedagogical choices 

and practices viewed as an “interplay of self and situation” (p. 327). Encouraging 

teachers to situate images of teaching alongside more extensive educational discourses 

also avoids being held captive by personal stories, expanding knowledge and 

experience (Grumet, 1988). Whilst these examples position the classroom as a space 

for teachers’ work dialogued within broader educational worlds of knowledge and 
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socio-cultural exchange, they do not explicitly identify the importance of ‘place’ as 

location embodying personal histories and a grounded sense of self (Orr, 1992).  

‘Place-based education’ has received increasing scholarly attention from 

educational theorists such as Gruenewald (2003, p. 3), merging geographical ways of 

“living and learning” (Green, Cormack, & Nixon, 2007, p. 77) in place to connect 

teachers’ “seeing, knowing and understanding” of pedagogy and practice in place 

(Cresswell, 2004, p. 11).  Given Cresswell’s (2004) understanding of place in terms of 

geographic connectedness to the environment, specifying place as lived and observed 

is key to affirming place significance beyond homogenised networks of commercial 

and residential built-scapes (Orr, 1992). Recognising how ordinary interactions 

contribute to a centred or displaced sense of being and belonging “in a place” (Orr, 

1992, p. 125) affirms how we effect and are affected by the relational, political and 

physical dimensions of place (Gruenewald, 2003; Malpas, 1999). Human experiences 

of place are becoming increasingly mobile, that is, we often journey between spaces of 

home and work as “resident(s) [emphasis added]” rather than “inhabitant(s) [emphasis 

added]” without consciously experiencing landscapes or communities (Orr, 2013, p. 

188). Such pervasive “loss of place” re-ignites discussion of teacher identity, as this 

displacement directly “affects all aspects of education and teaching”, affirming the 

central importance of “place in teaching” (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004, p. 388).  

Conceptualising place as a “complex mosaic” of social and geographic 

experiences shaping teachers’ lives and work (Orr, 1992, p. 125), this article examines 

the identity journeys of six early childhood teachers in Sydney, Australia. Potential 

personal and pedagogical challenges are highlighted along with opportunities resulting 

from shifting teaching lives across local (Australian) and international landscapes (see 

Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004). Using an aesthetic place-based framework (Lavina et al., 
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2017), teachers’ stories of identity development are presented through events of 

personal and professional significance where understandings of firmly-‘placed’ 

teacher selves are seen as evolving along a continuum of intra and interpersonal 

experience (Casey, 1993; Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004; Lavina et al., 2017).  

Anchored by frames capturing Abby’s teaching journey, participating teachers’ 

stories of identity begin with a brief overview of the Australian early childhood 

educational landscape. Often characterised by arbitrary socio-political forces at local 

and national levels, shifting political priorities impinge on teachers’ professional 

identities within both personal and wider community understanding.  

Teacher identity is then discussed in terms of place- connectedness, with 

“knowledge of a place—where you are and where you come from…intertwined with 

knowledge of who you are” (Orr, 1992, p. 130). Relating teachers’ sense of place to 

‘belonging’, discussion of Australia’s national curriculum framework, the Early Years 

Learning Framework (EYLF): Belonging, Being and Becoming (Australian 

Government Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations 

(DEEWR) (2009) follows as it influences teachers’ place-based identities of lived 

experience (Erwin, 2017; Orr, 1992). Outline of the aesthetic framework of the 

methodology is next, with teacher recruitment and the nature of information collection 

described. Themes characterising teachers’ place-based identities are then developed 

as negotiated understandings between the researcher and teacher participants.  

Reflection on the value of place in education as it relates to teachers’ identity 

development, belonging, and pedagogical orientation is discussed. Place is shown as 

integral to untangling understandings of self and practice in early childhood contexts. 

Finally, the aesthetic framework used in this research is discussed as a useful tool for 

engaging teachers’ reflection on place-connections. As a means of unlocking deeper 
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examination of teachers’ identity development, linking visual modes of reflection is 

seen to strengthen pedagogical frameworks for sustaining practice. 

 
 
Early childhood education in Australia: Shifting socio-political discourses  
 
To better understand the politics positioning contemporary images of early childhood 

education in Australia, we need to examine briefly several historic discourses, political 

decisions, and community attitudes affecting the work of early childhood teachers. 

Research suggests a strongly feminised workforce, with pedagogies of nurture and 

care contributing to undermining early childhood education and reducing teachers’ 

professionalism to ‘women’s work’ (Wong, 2006). With media coverage and political 

action appearing to reinforce ‘natural’ mothering discourses associated with the theory 

and action of work in early childhood (see Cannella, 1997), “the primary image of 

mothering” appears to prevail (Sumsion & Barnes, 2010, p. 40). On the surface, 

nurturing discourses might appear appropriate when situated with attachment theories 

(Canella, 1997), however, many contest, that such care imagery has seen the complex 

pedagogical nature of teachers’ work in early childhood contexts pushed “to the 

margins of legitimacy” (Woodrow, 2007, p. 236) (see also Ailwood, 2008; Canella, 

1997; Wong, 2006), with prior-to-school early learning services seen as ‘place 

holders’ before ‘real’ education begins at school (Cheeseman, Sumsion, & Press, 

2015; Woodrow, 2007). 

Differentiated prior-to-school service types such as long day care centres 

(operating up to 11 hours daily 50 weeks of the year) and preschools (often attached to 

and/or aligned with school hours and terms of operation) have also resulted in salary 

gaps and community misconceptions, creating pedagogical divisions between prior-to-

school service types (Cheeseman & Torr, 2009; Cumming, Sumsion, & Wong, 2015). 

For instance, teachers working in preschools earn higher salaries when compared to 
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teachers with the same degree qualification working in long day care. Different 

working conditions seemingly reinforce dichotomies of ‘care’ (long day care) and 

more school-focused preparatory ‘education’ (preschool), arguably “narrowing 

definition of ‘teacher’ as one who works only with classes of children in school 

settings” (Woodrow, 2007, p. 236). Even so, teachers working in preschools have yet 

to achieve pay parity or improved working conditions comparable with their school-

based counterparts (Bretherton, 2010; Productivity Commission, 2014). These 

problematic conditions ultimately perpetuate “status differentials”, lowering the 

perceived professionalism of teachers working in prior-to-school services, leading to 

erosion of identities, resilience, and determination to remain in the prior-to-school 

sector (Cumming et al., 2015, p. 8; Woodrow, 2007). As a result, undergraduate early 

childhood teachers in the early stages of their program appear to envisage employment 

in primary schools (Ashton & Elliott, 2006, as cited in Woodrow, 2007), suggesting 

that “pay and conditions” greatly influence career pathways (Woodrow, 2007, p. 239). 

As children’s learning and development within socio-cultural systems of 

meaning is “often poorly understood and minimised”, engaging community-oriented 

discourses to effect policy change is needed, whereby the importance of highly 

educated early childhood teachers is emphasised (Cheeseman, Sumsion, & Press, 

2015; Woodrow, 2007, p. 240). The introduction of the Early Years Learning 

Framework (EYLF) in 2009 addressed many of these concerns, promoting children’s 

capabilities and sense of agency along with a focus on reciprocal relationships with 

families and communities (DEEWR, 2009). Changing care discourses through policy 

initiatives such as the EYLF reclaims the learning value of early childhood education 

and reinforces it as an “important pedagogical space” (Woodrow, 2007, p. 240). 

Although concepts of early childhood education continue to be negotiated, and teacher 
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identities “buffeted by competing policy discourses” (Woodrow, 2007, p. 240), 

capacity-building “through sustained critical reflection on practice” (Cumming et al., 

2015, p. 12) can affirm personally meaningful and contextually relevant discourses of 

professionalism (Osgood, 2010). In turn, a culture of ‘resisting norms’ is supported, 

building resilience and sustaining professional identities (see Fenech, Sumsion, & 

Shepherd, 2010).  

 
Placed identities: Embodiments of geography, relatedness and experiences 
 
As teachers’ identity development is “negotiated, lived, and practiced” (Gross & 

Hochberg, 2016, p. 1244), exploring teachers’ connectedness with place and formation 

of professional-identities-in-place(s) seems an important avenue to pursue, given that 

strong teacher identity directly affects feelings of self-efficacy, especially for early-

career teachers (Gross & Hochberg, 2016). Aligned with Fenech and colleagues’ 

(2010) reconstruction of early childhood settings as pedagogical sites of normative 

resistance and professional capacity-building (see also Lenz-Taguchi, 2006), ‘place’ 

offers additional understandings necessary for making sense of teacher identities. This 

may strengthen pedagogies through recognition of multiple content, relational, and 

environmental knowledges brought forward to teaching in early childhood contexts 

(Gross & Hochberg, 2016). Inseparable from these aspects is the influence of culture 

in shaping our beliefs, language, learning, and knowledge within a place (Apple, 

Lemus, & Semken, 2014). As “place-based knowledge” is given meaning through a 

“richer understanding of culture and place”, teaching approaches need to consider how 

diverse knowledges ‘in place’ inform practice  (Apple et al., 2014, p. 2). 

Valuing place through a “multitude” of tellings recognises the inherent 

complexities associated with notions of place and avoids simplifying points of view as 

“there are as many natural worlds and senses of place as there are different people” 
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(van Eijck & Roth, 2010, p. 880). Therefore, this research assumes a holistic 

framework for viewing and reflecting on teachers’ identity development within and 

outside formal contexts of learning, as the ‘self’ teachers bring to the classroom 

reveals multiple values and understandings of teaching, learning and living in a place, 

directly influencing pedagogy and practice (Lavina et al., 2017). Specifically, the 

extent to which teachers engage possibilities embracing “eco-systemic” (p. 77) 

connectedness beyond “the…human world” (p. 78) largely determines the ‘margins’ 

of place explored with children and the meanings assigned to seeing self in physical 

and relational spaces of experience (Green, Cormack, & Nixon, 2007). 

 
Placing belonging: Situating teacher identity  

To better understand connectedness with place as central to the formation of strong 

identities, I return to the EYLF, where overarching principles of ‘belonging’, ‘being’ 

and ‘becoming’ are discourses for integrating “ecological well-being and 

sustainability…as well as citizenship and personal agency” in teachers’ work with 

young children (Erwin, 2017, p. 59). As teachers working in early childhood contexts 

live out these ideologies with children, they become deeply embedded ways of 

negotiating teaching and learning worlds (Erwin, 2017). Therefore, exploring teachers’ 

stories of experience as they relate to their developing identities and sense of 

belonging in a place (Gross & Hochberg, 2016) is important for identifying cultural, 

social and physical conditions (Sobel, 2004) that affirm perceptions of personal and 

professional selves. Pedagogical frameworks are constructed within this dialogic 

exchange as teachers live the “place worlds” (Basso, 1996, p. 7) they conceptualise 

(van Eijck & Roth, 2010). To support teachers’ exploration of place and its influence 

on their teacher identity development, a new place-based aesthetic methodology was 
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developed for uncovering and revisiting histories of self, learning and teaching 

experience (Lavina et al., 2017) as described below. 

 

A place-based framework: Locating understandings of teacher identities 

This research used an arts-informed approach to explore the identity journeys of six 

degree-qualified early childhood teachers working in prior-to-school long day care 

settings (see Lavina, 2019). Of the six participating teachers, four had a level of 

familiarity with the research having worked at the same or ‘sister’ long-day care 

centre. The other two had no previous relationship with the researcher. All participants 

worked at community-based not-for-profit long-day care centres in Sydney. Two were 

early career teachers, one had over 10 years experience in the sector. The other three 

were currently assuming specific leadership roles i.e. assistant director/director. 

Creation of this place-based aesthetic framework took inspiration from the works of 

Marlene Creates (1991) a photographer, artist and poet from Newfoundland, Canada, 

who explored connectedness with place alongside personal histories shaped by larger 

social influences. Re-imagining Creates’ work as interpreted by Knowles and Thomas 

(2002), my project sought to capture teachers’ place-based stories of experience using 

multi-modal forms of representation. As lived accounts of learning and teaching in 

early childhood contexts, these stories offer honest insights into the socio-cultural 

forces influencing identity development. Given the complex political realities 

impacting early childhood education in Australia, deeper understanding of the 

influence of place in teachers’ identity development brings light to immediate lived 

events and broader national interests affecting teachers’ identities.  

Using found images, drawings, photos, narratives and artifacts, teachers 

involved in this 14 week project created ‘aesthetic frames’ depicting their evolving 

identities over time (see Lavina et al., 2017). Specific questions introduced at each 
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interview (further described below) served to progressively draw out teachers’ 

developing understandings of self and practice over time. Similar to the approach 

adopted by Knowles and Thomas, it was hoped that inviting teachers from diverse 

socio-cultural backgrounds, family structures, and teaching experience would reveal 

“their varied experiences of place” and identity development in place in “multiple and 

authentic ways” (Knowles & Thomas, 2002, p. 125). Over 3 interviews, teachers were 

asked to reflect on questions and create representations as follows:  

Interview 1  

1. What is your earliest memory of ‘teacher’ (photo/sourced image).  

1.1 How do you picture your professional image of self (photo/sourced 

image)?  

1.2 In what ways have your learner experiences influenced your 

present self-image?  

1.3 Identify a place of personal significance (photo/sourced 

image/drawing). What makes this place memorable?  

Interview 2 

2.1      Draw a picture of your pre-service/early career and present teacher 

self.  

2.2      Describe your personal understandings of these representations.  

Interview 3 

3.1      Create a narrative of self-as-teacher and teaching experience.  

3.2      Identify and discuss an artifact (object) that reflects your teacher 

identity (see Lavina et al., 2017).  

 

During data collection, at least a week was left between interviews for teachers 

to create and reflect on developing representations of evolving identities. As most 
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participating teachers had not previously expressed self-understandings through visual 

media, informal interviews were seen to open ‘meaning points’ of discussion to clarify 

representations and ensure authentic interpretations (Bown & Sumsion, 2007). As an 

additional measure, to ensure teachers were comfortable with adopting visual modes 

of reflection and representation, I made myself available in the lead-up to interviews 

for potential discussion of personal meanings associated with image-making 

processes. This step was important in affirming the communicative value of images 

(rather than artistry) associated with teachers’ creation of visual imagery (Weber, 

2008).  

As I am concerned with uncovering and renewing understanding of the contexts 

of teachers’ identity development beyond local sites, a final focus group followed by a 

public installation viewing of teachers’ assembled aesthetic frames was held at 

Macquarie University. Extending audiences beyond participating teachers ensured that 

representations of teachers’ thought and work were honored as felt and immersive 

‘frames’ (Knowles & Thomas, 2002). As a platform of engagement, education 

students, academics, and other interested early childhood professionals/administrators 

were invited (Lavina, Niland & Fleet, under review). Multiple textures of teachers’ 

stories were “witnessed” as “collective enquiry” (Knowles & Thomas, 2002, p. 129), 

giving voice to teaching worlds so often marginalised in prior-to-school (long day 

care) educational contexts.  

 

Place-based identities: Organising the telling of frames 

Thinking through seven linked representations as outlined above, teachers traced their 

experiences of identity development in place. Analysis alongside the researcher 

involved moving between the seven ‘aesthetic frames’ of teacher selves to identify the 

symbolic meanings and narrative qualities these shared stories expressed (Bullough, 
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1991, 2010). Far from being confined to researcher interpretation, teachers were active 

in untangling meanings and assessing for themselves the extent to which events had 

influenced understandings of self, knowledge, and teaching experience, as in processes 

used by Knowles and Thomas (2002). This involved objective viewing and discussion 

of ‘aesthetic frames’ across interviews, the focus group, and installation, with 

intersections between personal experiences and teaching lives individually and 

collaboratively examined (note strategies in Denzin, 1998; Lavina et al., 2017; 

Lawrence-Lightfoot, 2005). As windows into teachers’ thinking, multiple forms of 

imagery renewed insights into everyday teaching experiences (Leavy, 2009), the 

visual nature of creation and reflection processes connecting missing pieces (see 

Greene, 2000) of ‘self and self-in-place’ influencing teachers’ identity development. 

As reflections were shared and various forms of visual and textual information 

assembled, “points of resonance emerged and connections began to unfold” (Knowles 

& Thomas, 2002, p. 126).  

The reflective nature of the installation itself, along with the visibility of self-in-

frame, assisted teachers’ uncovering of “connections…between interior and exterior 

landscapes” of experience; with concepts of place and developing identities 

understood through “self and place, self and world” relationships (Knowles & 

Thomas, 2002, p. 127). As teachers engaged with and revisited aesthetic frames, the 

following four ‘identity-in-place’ themes were collaboratively identified: Relatedness - 

with nature, with others, with ‘belonging’, and with artifacts. Whilst these themes 

sometimes intersect, collectively they capture teachers’ understandings of developing 

identities over time and within place. Participating teachers affirmed themes of 

resonance proposed by the researcher in personal interviews, and/or collectively in the 

focus group. As I further reflected on themes informally identified in conversations, 
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developing theme labeling and analysis was also shared with teachers to ensure 

accurate representation and authentic accounts of their teaching lives-in-place (Bown 

& Sumsion, 2007). As multi-layered place-based stories of teaching experience and 

identity development, aesthetic frames reveal the power of place in shaping teachers’ 

stories.  

Below I introduce Abby’s frames as they relate to place themes. Along with 

selected aesthetic frames from other participating teachers, they illustrate journeys of 

evolving teacher identity, with “place-consciousness” - connection between 

educational and larger socio-cultural contexts of meaning - influencing sense of 

belonging and being in a place (Gruenewald, 2003, p. 642). Following analysis of 

themes identified in teachers’ frames, I offer my reflections on “what might be learned 

from these stories” (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004, p. 390). In this discussion, personal 

histories, knowledge, and relationships are all seen as related issues influencing placed 

pedagogies and the identities of early childhood teachers. Finally, opportunities to 

revisit and affirm place-based understandings through multiple aesthetic modes are 

presented as valuable for supporting teachers’ stable sense of self in place.  

Identity-in-place: Relatedness with nature 

Abby’s strong sense of identity was directly linked with the “physical and biological 

patterns” (Orr, 1992, p. 129) of her childhood in Sri Lanka. When reflecting on her 

earliest memories of ‘teacher’, images of rule-bound, strict and distanced teacher-

learner relationships prevailed. Indeed Abby’s place “on top of the hill” at the back of 

her house was identified as a place to re-examine power relationships and “be who you 

are in that place” (personal communication, October 16, 2014). In this sense, Abby’s 

belonging was attached to specific landmarks, with ‘the hill’ setting the stage for re-
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imagined teacher-student scenarios where she envisaged herself in a role of authority 

(see also Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004). As Abby comments in Figure 1: 

Behind my house there's a hill; on top of the hill like we have rocks and trees.  I 

go there, I wear my mum's sari, I go out there and teach to the grass.  That’s 

always, that's my place.  I go up there. That's my place when I'm happy, that's my 

place when I'm sad. 

… 

I will take my two little brothers with me.  They had to be the students, [I 

would be a] strict teacher.  So I'd sit there and then I'd teach them.  I'd teach 

them everything. [They need] to listen. 

 

A lot of things, discipline, “You need to sit down”, “You need to listen to me, 

you need to cross your legs”…So things like that and then if they're not here, 

I'll teach the grass; I talk to the grass. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Abby’s photo of personal place (location)- significant place of meaning (Source: 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d7/Crace_Hill_rocks.jpg) 

 
 

The enduring influence of place on “cognition, personality, creativity, and 

[emphasis added] maturity” (Shepard, 1977, p. 32) was revealed in Abby’s comments 

of later return to her “space…up the hill” with her young children to share personal 

experiences of “dramatic play” from her childhood (personal communication, October 
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16, 2014). As a young child, Abby created an ‘amphitheatre’ to act out developing 

understandings of self-in-place with others. Time to immerse herself in this place as a 

young child and return as an adult and mother appeared to affirm personal qualities 

and professional ambitions as centre director. As Abby comments: 

It's about living who you are in that place.  Giving you the confidence up there.  

Because that's my space and that's up the hill.  When you are sitting up there, 

there's a rock and when you sit on the rock you can see all the houses down 

below and my house down there; you can see neighbours and all the other houses 

and you're at the top. 

 

So you're like, you're the leader up the top and you can see everyone; you teach 

all the houses, you can teach to all the trees and the grass and the rocks, 

everything, because you are the top.  That's how it gave me the I know, I want to 

[do the] same, I don't know, with the leadership role today because I'm the leader 

up there and also I'm the teacher up there.  (personal communication, October 16, 

2014) 

 
Abby’s coming-to-know self and self-in-place through engagement with “natural 

features” (Cameron, 2003, p. 101) of the land was a theme closely echoed by other 

participating teachers. Like Abby, Sue’s place connection began in her childhood 

where days with siblings were spent in “bushland…playing, creating, imagining” free 

from rules (personal communication, August 22, 2014). Sue reflected that this way of 

‘being-in-place’, “about being carefree, relaxed and happy” directly linked with her 

sense-of-self as a new centre director. When describing interactions with teachers and 

children, Sue’s focus on nurturing creativity and responsiveness remains a consistent 

thread: 

I always try to find what makes me happy and do what makes me happy.  As a 

professional I try to encourage that in others, whether it's staff or the children.  

When I was teaching I would always try and recreate that for children so that 

they had a sense of wonder; they could be creative, they didn't feel like they were 

being watched or having rules imposed upon them by teachers or the powers that 
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be, so that they do have that freedom and happiness and they are relaxed while 

they're here with us. (personal communication, August 22, 2014) 

 
Place understandings echo “the rhythms of individual life” (Shepard, 1977, p. 

32). As early career teachers who have recently begun living and working in Australia, 

Anne and Sharmaine linked iconic landmarks of Australia as significant markers of 

personal and professional change. As Anne comments in Figure 2: 

For my studies, I applied for my work here in Australia for six months 

contract only, on a working holiday visa, and I got a sponsorship after that, 

because my boss said, “Yes, you are really good, and we want you here, 

and you're a German speaker, so that's us as well”. Now I'm living here, 

and when I was on the Harbour Bridge, one-and-a-half years ago I 

decided, to stay here, because of the kids, because of that Harbour Bridge 

thing, so that's all connected with each other, if you know what I mean.  

(personal communication,  November 12, 2014) 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Anne’s photo of personal place (location) 
 
 

For Sharmaine, place connectedness and identity was also strongly linked with 

uniting “past and present” selves across places (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004, p. 396). For 

instance, when describing her Malaysian self-in-place, Sharmaine recalled celebrating 

personal and family achievements, with an image of a food-laden table expressing a 
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sense of fun (see Figure 3) (see Lavina, 2019). As Sharmaine comments: “So I like to 

celebrate [things] in my personal space; I like to celebrate. If my brother got an A in 

his exam, I would say ‘let’s go out and have a feast’ because it’s something that’s 

worth celebrating” (personal communication, October 16, 2014). This same sense of  

‘festive spirit’ is evident in her photo of a Christmas tree. As a newly encountered 

experience, Sharmaine explains the significance of celebrating Christmas in Australia: 

So that's a picture of here celebrating Christmas which we never did it at home, 

back home, because with our cultural background we are Buddhist so we never 

celebrated Christmas.  When I came here I started to join a few church groups 

and last year it's my first time celebrating Christmas as I understand its meaning 

and things like that. (personal communication, October 16, 2014) 

 
Alongside imagery capturing multiple inner pictures of a ‘festive self’, 

Sharmaine included a beach scene to represent her ‘quieter’ Australian sense-of-self 

(see Figure 3) (see Lavina, 2019). As a series of images read together, they reveal 

Sharmaine’s “transition from one cultural setting to another” whereby, a “new 

teaching self” has emerged (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004, p. 387); these inner-qualities called 

upon in her teaching. Sharmaine comments: 

So from my own personal space I'm a very festive person.  I like people around, I 

like to talk to people very loud and being happy or excited about things for them 

and for myself, yeah. 

 

But then I also have this side of me where I [am] really calm, I just wanted to be 

away from everything and I wanted to be just myself and be quiet and feel safe 

and just quiet and that's it, nothing else.  So…this is my own personal self [in it's] 

place - but in terms of looking at myself at teaching, I guess these two sides 

come together. 

… 

I think the sense of quietness, the stillness, happens when I'm in Australia.  I 

think this environment, as you can see this picture is one with a picture that I 

took in Melbourne, that quietness and the - it's what this environment provides. 
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When I was in Malaysia - and on the other hand this sense of celebrating, that 

loud side of me, is what I got it from Malaysia because we have a big family. 

(personal communication, October 16, 2014) 
 

 
Figure 3: Sharmaine’s photos of personal place (location) 

 
 

Sharmaine’s multitude of selves affirms that “knowing who you are” is 

inextricably linked with “knowing where you are” (Shepard, 1977, p. 32). Closer 

reading of Sharmaine’s images reveals the complex inner and outer negotiations 

needed to meaningfully ‘locate’ self in a new socio-cultural context (see Elbaz-

Luwisch, 2004). Anne is also seen to be creating her own sense of place as a 
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“communal task and an individual one” within a new educational context (Elbaz-

Luwisch, 2004, p. 391). As Anne comments: 

I know the rules in Australia, but I am quite free with the kids. I would let them 

climb a little bit, as long as I know they can do it. But even if they fail, I have 

arguments saying, “That's how they learn, that's how they grow. If they don't 

experience, they will never know”. So I try to balance what I have learned in that 

childcare centre (in Germany) from them, from my teachers there, or from my 

workmates, to the Australian rules and regulations and system. (personal 

communication, November 12, 2014) 

 
Through teachers’ use of imagery, “external and internal ‘realities” (Weber, 

2008, p. 43) of place and self-in-place were revealed, stimulating reflection on place 

meanings “being made at the meeting points of history, representation, and material 

practice” (Raffles, 2002, p. 7). Developing teachers’ understanding of “presence” in 

these spaces “through human and more-than-human encounters” generated 

opportunities for envisaging “…entirely new ways of being and becoming” (Duhn, 

2012, p. 102). As unencumbered spaces for making sense of an unfolding self (see 

Duhn, 2012), natural open places from childhood appeared to resonate for Abby and 

Sue. Whilst reflecting on their teacher identity development, they began to see “their 

life’s journey in a different light” with forms of pedagogical thinking made “more 

conscious” when viewed through the lens of their significant place (Cameron, 2003, p. 

101). As a symbol of change, ‘place’ in Anne and Sharmaine’s stories is understood in 

terms of personal and pedagogical adaptation, their stories revealing processes of 

‘placing’ understandings of teacher (and personal) selves in the context of new 

educational and broader socio-cultural environments (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004). 
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Identity-in-place: Relatedness with others 
 
Adopting the view that teacher identities are formed in places where “our lives…and 

our relationship to them colours who we are”, identities in educational contexts are 

either enhanced or restricted based on place connectedness within and outside of 

“educational experience” (Gruenewald, 2003, p. 625). For participating teachers, 

awareness of early learning contexts as “socially constructed places” (Gruenewald, 

2003, p. 627) involved tracing identity development over time, with photos and 

drawings used to tease out early and present understandings informing thinking and 

pedagogy. 

 
As experienced early childhood teachers, Lilly, Sue, and Abby all used metaphor 

to capture their present sense of ‘moving forward’ through reciprocal relationships. 

Using sourced images, Lilly (see Lavina et al., 2017) and Sue chose human figures 

positioned within a network of cogs (see Lavina, Niland, & Fleet, under review). As 

Sue commented while reflecting on her new role as Director and her figures/cog 

image: 

Now I see myself more as part of the cogs in the wheel of the whole centre, like a 

bigger picture to keep it moving, planning, working with the team of educators, 

the families, the community, all those other people.  Really what I see myself 

now doing is challenging staff to reach new heights, to inspire, to motivate and 

really try and get them to do more and be more and reach their fullest potential. 

(personal communication, September 1, 2014) 

 
Adopting an ecological-systems view of her teacher self-in-place, Abby 

recognised the need to remain “responsive to the ecological, political, ideological, 

sociological, and perceptual dimensions of places” (Gruenewald, 2003, p. 635). 

Describing educational contexts as sites of continual change and renewal, exchange 

between local and wider socio-political influences were seen to directly impact how 
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Abby enacts her role. Attending to “patterns” of flow between human and natural 

environments within and outside of educational experience (Gruenewald, 2003, p. 

625), Abby appeared to situate understandings of place and self within pedagogical 

systems of “perception and…participation” responsive to sociopolitical and ecological 

change (Gruenewald, 2003, p. 645). As Abby comments in Figure 4: 

In the natural environment I saw my teacher (self).  The steps there I thought as 

the structured way, that's my manager (self).  You can climb up. 

There's a structured step for you to climb up but around that there there's a lot of 

things happening in the natural environment.  There are changes, season 

changes… 

You change; the environment changes because especially in early childhood, 

there is always change.  We get new families, new children, new staff, resources 

and curriculum change and laws and regulations change.  I think that's the 

natural… 

… 

That's what I see as the natural environment; there are always changes.  You see 

flowers in one stage; you'd only see branches or - the season changes in there.  

People and animals come and go.  It's like the teachers.  

(personal communication, October 24, 2014) 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Abby’s photo of teacher (Early Childhood context) 
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Most teachers in this project used a combination of representational and 

symbolic imagery to make sense of their teacher selves in educational contexts. As an 

early career teacher working in a new leadership role in a new country, Sharmaine 

expressed challenges in representing herself for this part of the project.  Observed in 

comments below, Sharmaine is seen to be actively negotiating various socio-cultural 

and pedagogical understandings to develop a stronger sense of place and identity-in-

place (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004). As Sharmaine comments:  

I am not only looking for my place in this country, I am also looking for my 

place in this workplace.  I couldn't, I'm still figuring - is this work for me that I 

come in at nine o'clock, clock in and then clock out at five o'clock?  Or is it more 

than that?  Is it, or am I managing people or developing relationships with 

people?   

… 

As second in charge of the centre…it's more than just work, it's…it’s about hope, 

it's about hoping for future, it's about imagining what our future would be like.  

It's more than just coming in and working and leaving and then going home. 

  

I think at the moment with the set-up of my role, with the set-up of the 

workplace, there's improvement for that.  So I couldn't quite find my sense of 

self, that image of place in this workplace yet, and I'm hoping that I will find one, 

one day if I manage to change it. (personal communication, October 16, 2014) 

 
Reflecting on Sharmaine’s comments, coming-to-know yourself “in place” 

involves “serious work of negotiating, creating, and telling ways of living 

meaningfully” with others (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004, p. 411). Creating opportunities for 

teachers to visualise self through multiple personal and professional dimensions 

throughout the project helped Sharmaine see relatedness between “personal identity 

and “professional role” as ‘teacher’ (Ronfeldt & Grossman, 2008, p. 41). As 

Sharmaine commented in the focus group – “Through this journey I noticed that 

everything that happens in your life becomes part of you and it influences you as who 
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you are and also influences you as who you are as a teacher” (personal 

communication, July 21, 2015).  

Teachers’ stories and depictions of self-in-place illustrate the importance of 

making place connections that value personal histories of self alongside pedagogies of 

learning and teaching. In so doing, understandings of identities are enriched as we 

attach meanings to the places where relationships are formed and nurtured (see Elbaz-

Luwisch, 2004). In addition, enabling “telling of a new professional and personal 

story” assisted early career teachers (Anne and Sharmaine) to meaningfully situate self 

within new educational and socio-cultural contexts (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004, p. 411), 

furthering stable construction of their teacher identity. 

 
Identity-in-place: Relatedness with ‘belonging’ 
 
In this research the concept of belonging was linked to place connectedness and strong 

identity-in-place. For teachers, “meaningfulness” was experienced to a higher degree 

the longer time was spent in a place, especially when congruency was felt across 

relationships and professional pedagogies (see Gross & Hochberg, 2016, p. 1243). For 

instance, Lilly spoke of an intertwined sense of place where the personal and 

professional came together to form a dynamic understanding of place. As Lilly 

comments: 

I think it has to intertwine. I can’t see myself working somewhere that I didn’t 

feel connected to and I think sometimes you have to be connected to the people 

that you’re working with to have the…I am trying to think of a better word…to 

be brave enough to kind of keep pushing yourself and for me this is a place 

where I’ve come back to as a very different teacher. I’ve also come back here as 

a Mother now and so it is a very different experience, but for me it’s just kind of 

that whole circle…I’ve been here I’ve done this and now my kids are connected 

to here now. (personal communication, August 22, 2014) 
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Likewise, Abby recognised community dimensions associated with her new 

leadership role and spoke of balancing institutional and relational aspects to affirm her 

teacher/director identity and renewed ‘sense of place’. As Abby commented: 

Yeah, it's been hard and easy because I came from a group of teachers to 

manager in the same environment.  You've been there and you know what's 

happening with the other people and the other teachers in the room and then 

manager, you need to act as a manager…you are a manager now, not the same 

level as your other colleagues anymore and you need to earn the trust and the 

respect and the relationship.  (personal communication, October 24, 2014) 

 
For Anne and Sharmaine, a greater sense of belonging was realised through their 

participation in this project. For Anne, reflecting on her teacher identity in interviews 

boosted her resilience and provided courage to stand behind pedagogical approaches 

when facing resistance. Reflecting on a particular event, Anne commented: “If they 

[children] want to carry the sand from that spot to the other one that's their game.  If 

you disturb the game you disturb their learning.  I was like, [Anne] you've got it - 

Anne, you've got it in you” (personal communication, December 5, 2014) (see Lavina, 

Niland, & Fleet, under review). In the focus group, collaborative discussion and 

reflection on Sharmaine’s identity journey clarified for her the diverse personal and 

professional understandings brought to her teaching. As Sharmaine commented: 

I think your teacher image - I don’t know, I'm still a new practitioner after three 

years at work [laughs] - for myself I think my teacher image and my personal life 

can't be separated.  It's linked so closely to each other that it's really hard to 

separate them.  That's what I find sometimes.  So both of them have influence 

from each other so whatever you have happen in your personal experience will 

influence how your teacher image is, will influence your philosophy as well.  

(personal communication, July 21, 2015) 

 
Self-evaluating pedagogical effectiveness alongside meaningful interactions 

appeared to enhance teachers’ feelings of belonging to “a group” (Gross & Hochberg, 
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2016, p. 1253). Teachers’ affinity with “their place” (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004, p. 399) 

was seen to strengthen sense of belonging within their respective early childhood 

communities, enhancing teacher identity. 

 
Identity-in-place: Relatedness with artifacts   
 
Artifacts tell the stories of our lives (Hoskins, 1998). “As companions to our 

emotional lives or as provocations to thought”, artifacts were seen as objects 

connecting teachers’ personal and professional selves, clarifying past and present 

identities as connections were explored and significance to evolving selves affirmed 

(Turkle, 2007, p. 5). This was particularly the case for teachers who had moved across 

shifting geographic and socio-cultural contexts. For instance, Abby chose a pair of 

gold earrings gifted down the generations to connect family (mother) and cultural 

traditions (becoming a woman) with new professional beginnings in Australia. As 

Abby commented: 

This is something very close to me. This is my grandma, my dad's mum, gave it 

to my mum to give it to me. Reason is this, in my culture when you get your first 

period, you are welcomed into a new life. 

… 

Because this is a new beginning. When I received this symbol as a new 

beginning. So wherever I go I take this with me. Because even when I come over 

here (to Australia), it's a new beginning for me. I left my families and whatever I 

owned, even my job, my previous job, as accountant, I left everything. Then I 

came and I came here, it's a new beginning for me, so I think it's a symbol. When 

I take - when I go somewhere I take that as - I try to wear that when I start a new 

job. Because, I don't know, with me, it's a new beginning and help me do - give 

me courage, yeah. (personal communication, November 11, 2014) 

 
As a significant identifier of “life transition” (Turkle, 2007, p.5), Abby’s 

earrings remain a symbol of her life experiences in Sri Lanka, their continued presence 
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keeping alive memories of “relationship(s) and emotional connection(s) [emphasis 

added]” (Turkle, 2007, p. 5) (see Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5: Abby’s artifact (identity meaning) 

 

Further, for Lilly (see Lavina et al., 2017) and Sue (see Lavina, Niland, & Fleet, 

under review), objects brought together “intellect and emotion”, with artifacts chosen 

to organise daily experience and intellectual endeavours (Turkle, 2007, p. 5). 

Describing feelings of being “at one” with their diaries, these objects assisted 

conceptualisation of developing pedagogies alongside personal experiences (Turkle, 

2007, p. 9). As accessible spaces to “weave a matrix of possibility” (Hlubinka, 2007, 

p. 79), both spoke of thoughts intertwined and possibilities revisited over time. As they 

separately commented: 

Lilly: 

It's how I see myself moving forward. So there are ideas for what I want to do 

and achieve in the room.  There are ideas for what I want to achieve within 

projects within the centre.  There's even just a page where I feel like I can get 

myself a little bit sorted, like what are my priorities in the next few months? 

What do I need to concentrate on achieving at home?  Have I dropped the ball a 

bit with the kids, and just sort of organising myself?  So if this was to disappear 

I would feel very, very sad. (personal communication, September 1, 2014) 
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Sue: 

(As a director) I find the books that I use more accessible to me at any point in 

time for anything that comes up, and yes - intentionally visible to remind me 

that I have things to do or things that I'm working on and I can know exactly 

where I'm at just by looking in there. 
 

…(Reflecting on her previous teaching role) 

if I had a USB now, I don't think it would work for me because working with 

the adults I need to be quicker and more responsive, and I don't have the time to 

plug in a USB and look that kind of stuff up, whereas I have everything on 

hand right there, right now. 

(personal communication, September 22, 2014) 

 
Artifacts hold deep emotional significance as we “make objects part of 

ourselves” (Turkle, 2007, p. 10). Teachers’ artifacts revealed “the things that 

mattered” in their lives, with objects telling stories of self and place as they made 

sense of teaching journeys (Turkle, 2007, p. 10). As pedagogical organisers, artifacts 

revealed the educational worlds of these teachers and appeared to re-affirm identities-

in-place when revisited. Viewed as symbols of cumulative experience, assigning 

personal significance to artifacts recognised relationship between past and present 

experiences, with multiple personal and professional meanings renewed as different 

situations were encountered over time (Turkle, 2007).  

 
Reflections on ‘placed’ identity frames: Connections and affirmations 

Teachers’ stories across professional experience and backgrounds enabled multi-

layered understandings of knowing self-in-place to be uncovered, highlighting 

complexities associated with making sense in “new settings” (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004, p. 

410). Given that teacher identity was stabilised when feelings of self-efficacy and 

belonging with others was felt in place (see Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004), increased focus on 

practicing and refining pedagogies seems crucial for consolidating teachers’ awareness 
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of meaningful place connections as integral to their work. Given “construct(ing) and 

maintain(ing) group memory [emphasis added]” of documentation is central to 

revisiting and renewing learning alongside others (Kang & Walsh, 2018, p. 275), 

aesthetic forms of professional reflection deserve equal attention. Similar to capturing 

and sharing children’s learning, “revisiting is important for learners at all levels” 

(Kang & Walsh, 2018, p. 275). When reflecting on development of their teacher 

selves, awareness of teachers’ learning over time was renewed as significant memories 

of teaching-in-place were accessed, organised, recorded and displayed as installation. 

This research reveals the value of making sense of teaching experience through visual 

modes and provides teachers opportunity to appreciate the complexity of teaching 

journeys. More deeply understanding teacher self-in-place also helps teachers realise 

the wide-ranging pedagogical implications associated with their work with children. 

The collaborative component of this project in the focus group and installation added 

richness and depth to teachers’ understandings of ‘placed identities’, reminding us of 

the learning that is possible when thinking is shared.  

 

Implications for teachers’ professional learning   
 
Projects such as this tracing identity development alongside place-connectedness 

could also greatly assist pre-service and early career teachers’ ‘coming to know’ self-

as-teacher,  (Elbaz-Luwisch, 2004). As Sharmaine and Anne’s stories suggest, 

integrating individual and collaborative forms of reflection provides a pedagogical 

space needed for early career teachers to clarify uncertainties associated with teaching 

in new contexts. Just as documentation contributes to teachers’ reflection and analysis 

of practice (Calderhead, 1992), integrating visual forms of pedagogical reflection into 

teacher educator programs would make the “content and process” (Kang & Walsh, 

2018, p. 262) of image creation less intimidating. By directly involving pre-service 
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teachers “in all aspects” (Kang & Walsh, 2018, p. 274) of reconstructing, creating and 

reflecting on past and present significant events of identity development-in-place, 

possibilities for meaningfully connecting pre-service teachers’ professional and 

personal selves would be enriched. Just as documentation supports teachers’ 

collaboration and connection with children, families and colleagues (Goldhaber & 

Smith, 1997), aesthetic forms of representation draw together understandings of 

people and places influencing identity development, affirming the importance of 

seeing more broadly, teachers’ professional journeys. Creating visual constructions 

over time of teacher selves and situating significance beyond an “add-on” to other 

forms of documentation (Kang & Walsh, 2018, p. 274) supports authentic teacher 

reflection, elevating visual modes of representation beyond the fringes of legitimacy to 

be seen as integral to teachers’ thought and practice in the classroom. Teachers (and 

indeed teams of teachers) across experience working in prior-to-school early 

childhood contexts would benefit from adopting this model of inquiry as part of 

documenting their ongoing professional learning and team building. 

 

Creating and revealing self-knowledge through the visual 

Finally, the visual nature of the methodology itself also appeared to support 

understanding of interrelatedness between personal and professional lives. As teachers 

created and reflected on aesthetic frames, they were able to ‘see large’ the values, 

beliefs, experiences, and knowledge brought forward to their teaching (see Lavina et 

al., 2017). Through multiple forms of aesthetic expression, the significance of 

experiences-in-place shaping teacher identities was revealed (Marsh, 2003). Revisiting 

frames as both individual components and a final assemblage also supported self-

reflections, with teachers’ identity journeys viewed as social constructs situated in 

time and place (Creates, 1991; Knowles & Thomas, 2002).  
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Raising awareness of early childhood education 

As the concept of early childhood education remains contested ground in prior-to-

school contexts, consideration of these stories within and outside of education circles 

raises social-political perceptions of the educational importance of teachers work in 

prior-to-school spaces, offering other teachers reflective avenues for exploring 

identities-in-place in ways that meaningfully connect relationships, renew pedagogies, 

and sustain images of self-as-teacher. 
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